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ARGUMENT 
L THE PARTIES' STIPULATION DID NOT ADDRESS WHETHER AWD 
MET ITS ENGINEERING OBLIGATIONS, 
As AWD correctly points out, Supranaturals stipulated to certain facts at trial. But 
contrary to AWD's assumption and argument, that stipulation did not include a 
concession that AWD met its engineering obligations under the contract. 
To save time at trial, Supranaturals stipulated to certain facts to "save [AWD] 
from having to put on all the basic facts," including that AWD provided materials and 
services for which it was not paid. Supranaturals also agreed to the value of the unpaid 
services to AWD, but Supranaturals noted that AWD's claim was subject to a setoff in 
favor of Supranaturals. (A copy of the parties' stipulation is attached as Addendum 1 to 
AWD's brief.) 
AWD then makes the illogical leap by claiming that "[i]nherent in [the parties' 
stipulation] is the finding that AWD met its engineering burden on its claims." (AWD's 
Br. 5.) 
The stipulation did not so much as mention AWD's engineering obligations, let 
alone did Supranaturals stipulate that AWD met its obligations. Rather, the stipulation 
dealt with foundational matters, such as establishing the existence and terms of the 
contract, the fact that AWD has not been paid, and that AWD filed a lien against 
Supranaturals. (R. at 284-87.) Supranaturals stipulated to these facts to save the parties' 
(and the trial court's) time and effort. (R. at 639; Tr. 4:19-21.) 
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The stipulation did not so much as tangentially address AWD's engineering 
obligations. Had the stipulation read, "AWD satisfied its duties and obligations under the 
parties5 contract," AWD's argument may be valid. But the stipulation does not come 
close to such a statement. Rather, it recites the background facts, including the amounts 
AWD thought it was owed and that Supranaturals did not pay AWD. Thus, AWD's 
argument fails. 
IL AWD NEVER HIRED AN OUTSIDE ENGINEER, 
Next, AWD argues that it hired a licensed engineer. But the testimony of Mr. 
Curtis Holman, the president of AWD, contradicts that conclusion. 
Mr. Holman was directly asked, "Did you ever have to hire an outside engineer?" 
(R. at 640:267.) Mr. Holman responded, "No." Id. 
AWD cites to testimony from Mr. Holman that seems to contradict this testimony. 
(AWD's Br. 6.) And AWD argues that because Supranaturals did not rebut this 
testimony, AWD met its prima facie case "that AWD had met its engineer obligation." 
(AWD's Br. 7.) 
AWD is incorrect. Supranaturals did not object to Mr. Holman's testimony that 
AWD used a licensed engineer because Mr. Holman testified that AWD did not hire a 
licensed engineer. At best, Mr. Holman contradicted himself. And AWD, in effect, 
rebutted its own testimony, hence the lack of objection or rebuttal evidence from 
Supranaturals on this issue. 
AWD uses this same argument to assert that because Supranaturals did not "share 
its perception with the trial court that reversible error was occurring during the 
2 
proceedings/5 Supranaturals failed to preserve the issue of engineering obligations for 
appeal. (AWD's Br. 9.) But this overlooks the fact that Supranaturals had already 
received favorable testimony on this issue from Mr. Holman, AWD's president. Mr. 
Holman was directly asked if AWD hired an outside engineer, and Mr. Holman 
responded in one word: "No." This concession was all Supranaturals needed to establish 
that AWD failed to meet its engineering obligations under the parties' contract. 
AWD argues that, in spite of Mr. Holman5 s concession that AWD failed to meet 
its engineering obligations, Supranaturals should have hired an additional expert to 
support this argument. But a concession from AWD's president that AWD failed to meet 
its engineering obligations was more than sufficient to establish this fact.1 Indeed, such 
concession was better than any testimony from an expert that Supranaturals could have 
hired. It would have been nonsensical for Supranaturals to hire an expert to corroborate 
what AWD had already admitted. 
At best, based on its own contradictory testimony, AWD itself does not know if it 
met its engineering obligations. Therefore, AWD's argument—and the trial court's 
conclusion that AWD met its engineering obligations—fail. 
IIL SUPRANATURALS MET ITS MARSHALING OBLIGATION. 
AWD argues that Supranaturals failed to marshal the evidence supporting the trial 
court's finding that AWD met its engineering obligations. (AWD's Br. 11-12.) This is 
inaccurate. 
1
 For these reasons, Supranaturals did not object or raise this issue with the trial 
court. AWD had already established that it failed to meet its engineering obligations 
under the contract, so there was no need to object or provide rebuttal testimony. 
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In Section I of its opening brief, Supranaturals recited the trial court's findings that 
A WD met its engineering obligations. In addition, Supranaturals also quoted and cited 
the testimony of Mr. Holman, AWD's president, and Mr. Fred Jones, AWD's vice-
president, both of whom testified that A WD used Mr. Curtis Warhol, a licensed engineer 
who AWD relied on in the Supranaturals project. (R. at 640, 290:23 to 291:6.) 
AWD also argues that Supranaturals failed to marshal because it did not discuss 
the parties' stipulated facts. (AWD's Br. 11.) Supranaturals was not required to marshal 
these facts because the parties stipulated to them; they were not evidence, nor did the 
court have to weigh the facts. Moreover, the stipulated facts did not shed light on the real 
dispute, i.e., whether AWD met its engineering obligations under the contract. In fact, 
the stipulation did not discuss that issue at all. It merely established the underlying facts 
of the case in an effort to speed the trial up and to prevent the parties from establishing 
what both side could already concede (the existence of the contract, the fact that 
Supranaturals did not pay a certain sum to AWD, and that AWD had filed a lien). 
IV. AWD IS NOT ENTITLED TO FEES ON APPEAL. 
Though a prevailing party on appeal may be entitled to fees if they were awarded 
below, typically, "an application for an award of attorney fees on appeal should be 
presented to [the appellate court] by motion brought under rule 23 of the Utah Rules of 
Appellate procedure " Glew v. Ohio Savings Bank, 2008 UT 17, f 2. AWD has 
made no such motion in this case. Therefore, if AWD prevails, the Court should not 
award attorneys' fees and costs to AWD. 
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CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should reverse and remand for a re-trial on 
the merits. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 16th day of April 2010. 
HILL, JOHNSON & SCHMUTZ, L.C. 
K, 
Stephen Quesenberry 
Charles L. Perschon 
Attorneys for Defendants/Appellants 
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